Ž . The plume model ATHAM Active Tracer High Resolution Atmospheric Model is designed to simulate explosive volcanic eruptions for a given mass flux of pyroclastic material under realistic atmospheric background conditions. Based on the assumption that all particles are small the model's equations are simplified such that, besides equations for gaseous, liquid and solid constituents of arbitrary concentrations, only the volume means of momentum and heat are predicted. The exchange of momentum and heat between the fluid's constituents are treated diagnostically. A prognostic turbulence closure scheme describing the entrainment of ambient air into the plume takes into account the anisotropy of the horizontal and vertical components of turbulence. Its length scale is assumed to be isotropic. Microphysical processes such as the exchange of heat and momentum between dry air, water vapor, cloud water, precipitable water, ice crystals and graupel are parameterized. Ash and lapilli represent the spectrum of silicate particles. A diagnostic sedimentation velocity allows for the separation of gas and particles. The model is formulated with an implicit time stepping scheme. The equations of motion and the transport equations for tracers are formulated in flux form in order to guarantee the conservation of momentum and all tracer masses. The heat transport equation is in advective form. The wave equation and the equations for the transport of momentum, heat and tracers are solved using a combined line-relaxation successive overrelaxation scheme. Two-dimensional experiments for symmetric cases with cylindrical coordinates yield qualitatively similar results to other dynamic-thermodynamic models. However, entrainment processes are now computed quantitatively through the turbulence closure and condensed matter has a sophisticated description. In order to study the transferability of results from computationally cheap two-dimensional experiments to costly three-dimensional simulations of a realistic plume, comparisons between calculations with and without cylindrical coordinates are performed. Finally, experiments for different atmospheric background conditions allow investigation of plume development on the influence of cross wind effects, and temperature and humidity profiles. q
Introduction
As global atmospheric models are increasingly efficient in simulating the global circulation including the stratosphere in detail, there are increasing ) Corresponding author activities to model the atmospheric chemistry. In particular, the stratosphere is of interest because of long residence times of some of the chemical species. For instance, chlorine and bromine have a strong capacity to destroy ozone. Others like sulfate, besides their effect on heterogenous chemistry, can change the circulation in the stratosphere by affect-0377-0273r98r$19.00 q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž . PII: S 0 3 7 7 -0 2 7 3 9 8 0 0 0 9 9 -7 ( )ing the radiation budget. One of the important natural sources of these chemicals are volcanos, either in phases of quiet degassing or during a single volcanic eruption. So far, chemical reactions and solution processes in volcanic plume water phases are not yet fully understood. However, these processes are needed to determine the vertical profile used in large-scale atmospheric modelling. The modelling of this input profile needs to take H O into account as a 2 further volcanic gas because it is important for the dynamics of a volcanic plume due to latent heat release during condensation and sublimation to cloud water and ice. Water phases are also capable of dissolving chlorine or sulfate, which might be carried with the plume up into the stratosphere. While some volcanic gases may reside in the atmosphere for years, small silicate particles, also called ash, settle within days to a month depending on whether an ash cloud is washed out quickly within the troposphere or succeeds to penetrate into the stratosphere. Larger silicate particles such as lapilli or bombs are of importance in successful modelling of the lower part of the plume and for building up sediment layers, which may be used to relate plume properties with sediment distribution and thus help to interpret sediments left from historical volcanic eruptions. Ž One-dimensional plume models e.g., Woods, . 1988 describe the steady state solution of a plume under idealized boundary conditions. Specific aspects of a plume, such as height, are considered by Ž . Ž . Settle 1978 and Wilson et al. 1978 . The competition between velocity loss and buoyancy gain through Ž . entrainment is discussed by Wilson 1976 Ž . and . Even though determination of essential parameters such as the entrainment rate are not based on first principles such as a turbulent energy budget, such simple models nevertheless allow us to investigate the importance of physical mechanisms in a volcanic plume. Other Ž . studies like those of Woods 1993 and Glaze et al. Ž . 1997 demonstrate that condensationrdeposition of water vapor becomes important already during the first minutes of an eruption. This is a strong indication that microphysical processes cannot be neglected on longer time scales. Such simple models can only give qualitative answers as microphysical processes are rather crudely parameterized and feedbacks with the dynamics are not well-resolved.
An early effort to model the dynamics of the initial minutes of an eruption was made by Wohletz Ž . et al. 1984 focusing on the blast wave phenomenon. More recently, multi-component models Ž . such as those of Valentine and Wohletz 1989 , Ž . Ž . Dobran et al. 1993 and Macedonio 1996 describe the dynamics and thermodynamics in such detail that their models can be considered as examples of multiphase flow models. These models henceforth are called uniÕersal models. In this model concept each component is described by a complete set of prognostic equations for momentum, mass and heat. The interaction between these components such as the exchange of momentum and heat is treated prognostically. Such concepts, although computationally expensive when used for dozen of components, allow description of non-equilibrium processes between the various phases with high resolution in time and space.
The aim of this study is to develop a model that provides the link between the generation of a plume at the surface and the input of chemical species into the stratosphere. The model should resolve spatial scales of a plume that are typical for the near-vent area up to scales of several hundred kilometers horizontally, and at least 50 km height. One of the key quantities to be simulated is the altitude to which the plume rises. This determines the input of water, ashes and chemical species into the stratosphere. To simulate the rising plume and the interaction with the atmospheric background state correctly, the model must be transient and three-dimensional, although qualitative studies will be possible in two dimensions. Finally, the model should be cheap enough to be able to extend integrations until the simulated state becomes stationary after a volcanic eruption, which is several hours. After extracting profiles of horizontal averages, they can be fed into a regional or finer-resolution large-scale atmospheric general circulation model in order to compute tracer transport and related chemistry. To achieve this, the model needs to solve the equations of motion and all those additional quantities that are of relevance for chemical reactions and dissolution processes of gases into cloud droplets. These are the dynamic and thermodynamic quantities, and the environmental conditions such as the presence of the wet and ice phase of H O. However, for the sake of computational 2 ( )efficiency, approximations need to be made in order to perform experiments with reasonable spatial resolution over hours of duration despite considering a big number of solid and liquid particle classes.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the model is described, starting with the model con-Ž . cept Section 2.1 , followed by a discussion of the equations for the dynamics, the thermodynamics, and Ž . the tracers Section 2.2 . The model equations are derived in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the turbulence closure scheme is summarized. In Section 2.5, the interface to the microphysic module is described. In Section 2.6, the atmospheric background state is described, and finally, in Section 2.7, the numerical techniques are discussed. Section 3 presents a de-Ž . scription of the experimental setups Section 3.1 , selected results for idealized eruptions with and Ž . without cylindrical coordinates Section 3.2 , and followed by a discussion of experiments with realis-Ž . tic background conditions Section 3.3 . Section 4 summarizes the paper.
Model description
The model to be presented is designed to describe the injection of a mixture of hot gases and particles of various properties into the atmosphere under realistic lower and lateral boundary conditions. Besides the simulation of the fluid's laminar flow, the role of turbulence is essential for simulating a volcanic plume. This is because turbulence induces a net transport between fluids of highly different properties. This is called entrainment, which, for instance, may increase the buoyancy of a plume when ambient air is mixed into the particle-laden hot plume. However, these mixing processes may also be suppressed in situations of strong vertical stratification such as those occurring at the interface between pyroclastic flows and the ambient air. If time scales for the development and decay of a plume are considered, then cloud microphysics needs to be included, i.e., the conversion of heat mainly due to condensation of water vapor and conversion between cloud droplets, rain drops and various forms of ice. This is important as the ultimate goal of the model is to serve as a carrier of chemical species, and to simulate the environmental conditions that control chemical reactions and dissolution processes of gases. The model must therefore be capable of considering compressible flow and dynamicrthermodynamic interaction between all constituents. Furthermore, realistic parameterizations for the effect of turbulence and microphysical processes must be developed.
The model concept
In order to develop an affordable model, the exchange of momentum and heat between the fluid's constituents is assumed to be in equilibrium at all times. To do this we solve only one equation for the volume mean momentum, and one for the volume mean heat content as opposed to three equations for the velocity components and one for heat content for each tracer in universal models. This assumption means that the adjustment time scales of the exchange processes are proportionally faster than the model's time-resolution. The exchange processes for momentum and heat then are treated diagnostically rather than prognostically. However, compared with universal models this gain in computational efficiency is balanced by spending computer-resources on a bigger number of tracers as, for instance, required to model the microphysics and chemistry of a volcanic plume. Because each additional tracer results in only one additional prognostic equation for a scalar quantity as opposed to four in a universal model, the computing time does not dramatically increase with an increase in the number of tracers.
Definitions
The Õolume mean of a quantity is the sum of the mass weighted contribution from all constituents of the fluid. If q denotes the specific concentration of n the nth tracer X , then the volume mean quantity X n is defined as X s Ý q X with Ý q s 1. In this n n n n n sense scalar quantities without subscript or vector quantities like the velocity u with no further subi script denote volume mean quantities, while a subscript n denotes some tracer or alternatively the subscript g denotes the gas phase. An equilibrium is characterized by zero net fluxes between constituents of the fluid. Generally, liquid ( )and solid particles have a velocity relative to the gas, called slip velocity. If the drag of the particles with the ambient air is in balance with the gravitational force, then this is called dynamic equilibrium. In respect to temperature, thermodynamic equilibrium means that all constituents of the fluid have the same in situ temperature.
Dynamic equilibrium
Due to friction with the ambient air the velocity difference between particles and gas eventually reaches a constant value. Under the influence of the earth's gravity this velocity stays at a finite non-zero value for the vertical component and causes sedimentation of particles. It mostly depends on the size, shape, density and environmental conditions like gas density. Unlike the vertical and because of the absence of an external force in the horizontal plane, the horizontal component of the velocity difference falls to zero. If particles are assumed to be small, then the limiting factor is the time needed for a particle to pass a grid cell vs. the time needed to approach a stationary velocity relative to the surrounding gas. For small particles such as the liquidrsolid water phase and ash, the stationary slip velocity is only a few meters per second. Thus the gravitational force together with an adjustment time of a few seconds results in a critical grid resolution of a few decameters. Larger particles like juvenile lapilli usually have a low density due to the high concentration of gas bubbles they contain. Thus, the stationary sedimentation velocity for these particles is less than 10 mrs Ž . Walker et al., 1971 . As for bombs and blocks, and smaller lithic particles, a dynamic equilibrium is never achieved, the presented model concept cannot consider them. It may be concluded that a resolution of 100 m near the vent is sufficiently coarse in order not to clearly violate the assumption of dynamic equilibrium. It is therefore sufficient to predict the volume mean momentum. This is equivalent to the statement that the net pressure force on each fluid's component is identical to the volume mean pressure force, which can be expressed by:
where p is the volume mean pressure required for the prediction of the volume mean momentum and p is the gas pressure later required by the equation g of state for gas.
Thermodynamic equilibrium
The second approximation is that the volume mean in situ temperature T is identical to the in situ temperature T of each component:
n This implies that the heat conductivity is efficient enough to transfer heat quickly from the core of a particle to its surface and finally to the surrounding gas. This simplification is valid only for small parti-Ž . cles. As found by Neri Ž . and Macedonio 1996 , a significant thermal disequilibrium may already occur for typical lapilli diameters. This is because in cases of strong accelerations such as occurring in pyroclastic flows, slip velocities may considerably exceed their stationary fallout velocities. Then heat conductivity is not efficient enough to remove temperature differences between gas and particles before a particle has left a specific grid cell within a model time step. In a future version of the model a compromise might be worth considering, namely to add a prognostic heat equation for bigger particles. Then the heat exchange between these few classes of bigger particles and the remainder of the fluid can be parameterized in the same way as in fully prognostic models.
The model equations
As discussed so far, the concept is to predict volume mean for momentum, heat and pressure and predict the specific concentration of each tracer. The interaction between the fluid's constituents is treated diagnostically. Further diagnostic relations between individual densities and concentrations of the fluid's constituents, temperature and pressure with volume mean density complete the set of equations. A list of variables is given in Table 1 . 
The dynamics
The equations of motion in component form and the continuity equation can be written:
Ž .
where r is the volume mean density, u the volume i mean velocity vector, q the specific gas concentra- of momentum at the vent and Q g is the sum of mass input of gas through the vent and sourcesrsinks of mass due to phase change processes. The Coriolis force enters via an atmospheric background wind profile prescribed by u ) and the earth's angular k velocity v which is defined as:
The e-tensor is used to represent the vector product through the definition:
( )The vertical velocity component for gas u re-
. quired for the continuity equation Eq. 4 for the gas mass is defined through the definition of the predicted volume mean flow and all slip velocities relative to the gas:
The slip velocity Du is defined in the micro-3, n Ž . physics module see Herzog et al., 1998 while the horizontal gas velocities u and u are by defini-
tion equal to the volume mean velocities due to the neglect on horizontal slip velocities.
The tracer equation
Tracers are constituents of the fluid that are carried with the flow. Often, tracers are understood as constituents of the fluid that do not directly alter the dynamics via the equation of state. In our context these are called passiÕe tracers. In contrast, tracers in the present model are called actiÕe as they are allowed to have such a high concentration that they cannot be neglected in the equation of state for the volume mean density. Therefore the model is called Active Tracer, and because the model has a high resolution when compared with global models, has the extension High resolution Atmosphere Model. The prognostic equation in flux form reads:
where q is the specific concentration of the nth n tracer and Q q is its external forcing due to mass n input through the vent and mass conversion due to microphysical processes. K q is the turbulent ex- 
Ž .
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Because the fallout velocities are due to gravity, the horizontal components of the flow are identical for all tracers.
All experiments discussed in Section 3 of this paper use water vapor, ash, lapilli, cloud water, precipitable water, ice crystals and graupel as tracers. The specific concentration of dry gas is implicitly defined through Ý q s 1. The specific concentran n tion of gas is the sum of the predicted specific concentration of water vapor and the diagnostically Ž computed specific concentration of dry gas see Sec-. tion 2.2.4 .
The thermodynamics
The prediction of the temperature distribution is carried out in terms of an advection-diffusion equation for the volume mean potential temperature Q , where the item adÕection is used as a synonym for laminar transport and the item diffusion for turbulent transport or exchange processes. In contrast to the potential temperature of gas Q , which is not conserg vative because gas may exchange heat with other constituents of the fluid, the volume mean potential temperature is a conservative quantity if defined as:
where Q are the individual potential temperatures n Ž . of gas or tracers see Section 2.2.4 . Then the prognostic equation for Q in advective form is:
where K Q is the turbulent exchange coefficient for i Ž .
Q heat see Section 2.4 and Q the heat forcing due to microphysical processes and due to input of heat through the vent. The vertical transport of Q requires the use of an effective vertical velocity u 3,Q in order to consider the differential efficiency of each component to transport heat at a given velocity by weighing each component with its individual specific heat capacity and specific concentration. Eq. Ž . 11 can be derived from the aforementioned universal models by merging together all the prognostic equations for heat. The relation for the effective transport velocity u for Q is:
where u is defined in Eq. 9 . A definition of an 3, n effective horizontal transport velocity is not necessary as all individual horizontal velocity components are identical.
Equation of state
In order to relate the in situ gas temperature T , g gas pressure p and gas density r the ideal gas g g equation is used:
where R is the gas constant, and c and c are
the specific heat capacities for constant pressure and volume. The gas potential temperature Q is related g with the in situ gas temperature T by:
where p is a common reference pressure. Note 0 again that T s Q for all liquid and solid conn n stituents. As gas is allowed to consist of several constituents with different specific heat capacities, these are defined as mass weighted sum over all gases:
where Ý ns g is understood as sum over all gas n constituents only. In this paper only dry air and water vapor are used. Starting with the definition of Ž . the total heat content through Eq. 10 and taking into account that the in situ temperatures T are n identical for all liquid and solid particles the in situ temperature T is obtained from:
Because the densities of liquid and solid constituents are assumed to be incompressible, i.e., they are constants, and the gas density can be computed using Ž . Eq. 13 , the volume mean density can be determined from:
Concept of a prognostic pressure equation
Explosive volcanic eruptions are characterized by flows that can easily exceed the speed of sound. In addition, the turbulence closure scheme will result in big turbulent exchange coefficients, i.e., long diffusive time scales near locations of strong turbulent energy production which, if treated with explicit techniques, would result in very small time steps. An implicit time step scheme is therefore chosen in order to save computing time, especially in periods of weak winds before and after an eruption, and strong turbulence. An appropriate strategy is to derive a prognostic pressure equation and formulate the resulting elliptic equation implicitly in terms of a Ž . system of linear equations see Section 2.7.2 .
Starting with the total differential for the gas Ž . Ž . pressure and using Eqs. 13 and 14 , the time derivative of the gas pressure can be related to that of the gas density and the gas potential temperature:
The problem now is that the continuity equation for Ž Ž . . gas see Eq. 4 predicts r q while a prognostic g equation is needed for r . After rewriting the left g Ž . hand side of Eq. 4 the continuity equation for gas becomes:
where the last term on the right-hand side represents the time-derivative of the gas-covered volume, which is a small correction and is obtained from:
where V is the volume of a grid cell with its total mass content m and V that part of it that is occug pied by gas only with m its gas mass contents.
g Finally, the gas pressure tendency equation is:
This prognostic pressure equation together with the prognostic momentum equation will allow to use an efficient scheme to treat the equations of motion Ž with an implicit scheme see Section 2.7.2 for de-. tails .
The turbulence closure
The choice of the turbulent exchange coefficient is crucial for modelling a volcanic plume. While in an atmosphere at rest these coefficients are of the order of 1 cm 2 rs, they can easily grow up to order of 1000 m 2 rs in a fully developed plume. The important aspect of turbulence in and around the plume is that the mixing of air into the particle-laden plume is a crucial mechanism that changes the buoyancy of the plume. This sensitivity has already been Ž . discussed by Wilson 1976 and Woods Ž . 1988 with simplified one-dimensional models. However, there are also extreme cases like pyroclastic flows where the particle-laden plume does not become buoyant quickly through mixing with ambient air despite high temperatures in the interior flow. This is because turbulence is suppressed due to stratification across the plume-air interface and because mixing into a pyroclastic flow is possible only from the top. Such mixing across an interface between fluids of different properties is called entrainment and can be parameterized by a turbulent diffusion coefficient. Following the basic ideas of Kol-Ž . Ž . mogorov 1941 and Prandtl and Wieghardt 1945 the turbulent exchange coefficients are related with the turbulent kinetic energy and the eddy length scale. However, the assumption of an isotropic distribution of turbulent energy cannot hold for the application to a volcanic plume as the production of turbulent energy has no preferred direction of sources Ž . and sinks. The idea of Lautenschlager 1983 Lautenschlager , 1985 to derive a set of prognostic equations for the horizontal and vertical component of the turbulent kinetic energy has finally been extended to also predict rather than diagnose the turbulent length scale.
Prognostic equations
The prognostic equations for the horizontal and vertical components of the turbulent kinetic energy B and B , respectively, are:
hor ver
where L is the turbulence length scale, B s B q 1974 , Yu 1976 and Lewellen 1977 . c is de-3 fined in Section 2.4.2. The static stability is defined using the potential density s , which is the density of the fluid brought to a common pressure level:
The turbulent length scale is considered to be a conservative quantity in the absence of sources and Ž . sinks Daly and Harlow, 1970 . A prognostic advection-diffusion equation in advective form is used to consider regimes where typical time scales of generation and dissipation of turbulence are longer than the time scale for the flow to cross a grid cell. The equation is: 
Diagnostic equations
Typical flows in a volcanic plume approach or even exceed speed of sound, thus effects of compressibility need to be considered. Following Dear-Ž . dorff 1980 and including a dependence on the turbulence K can be determined from: Ž .
where c s 0.32 is a further empirical constant. 
Microphysics
The microphysical package is one of the important components within this model concept, which allows for the simulation of the development and propagation of a plume vertically up to high altitudes and horizontally over large distances. This is because in longer integrations water vapor condenses to cloud water or sublimates to ice crystals. The processes may produce rain, i.e., precipitable water, or form graupel. These are crucial processes when chemical reactions and dissolution processes need to be modeled. The latent heat and mass transfer between the modeled components serve as forcing for the dynamics and thermodynamics. The forcing of the total heat content Q Q and of the tracer masses Q n , and the relative fallout velocity Du complete the set of 3, n thermo-hydrodynamic equations and, for convenience, are fully described and discussed in a com-Ž . panion paper by Herzog et al. 1998 .
Large-scale atmospheric background state
As the model's concept is to perform integrations over more than an hour this is an opportunity to also study the link between the large-scale flow and other conditions like the profile of temperature and humidity far up into the stratosphere. Confirmed by a Ž . recent study of Glaze and Baloga 1996 the largescale background state of the atmosphere, i.e., the current weather regime, has significant implications on the development of a volcanic plume. Various representative atmospheric profiles have been deter-Ž mined from the ECMWF re-analysis project Gibson . et al., 1997 . The wind profile is obtained from these data. The temperature and humidity profiles are taken Ž . from McClatchey et al. 1972 . An example for a tropical profile is shown in Fig. 1 . These profiles are used to initialize the atmospheric state for temperature, pressure and humidity, and are used as lateral and top boundary condition throughout an experi- Ž . in Eq. 3 . Because these single profiles do not consider any chosen orography, the model has to be brought to equilibrium through a spinup run without any volcanic forcing. This guarantees a realistic boundary layer which is then used as the initial state to perform all the experiments.
Numerical solution

The grid
The finite-differencing equations are formulated Ž for a regular Arakawa C-grid Mesinger and . Arakawa,1976 , which is suitable for compressible flow. Due to the need to cover hundreds of kilometers horizontally and nearly a hundred kilometers vertically, a variable grid spacing was introduced that varies from typically 100 m or less near the vent to several kilometers near the lateral boundary and 1 km below the top boundary. The transition between low and high resolution is carried out by minimizing the change of the grid size and thus by minimizing numerical instabilities that might occur when the grid distance is variable.
The time step scheme
The basic concept used in this model for implicitly solving the wave equation in terms of a prognostic pressure equation is that of Kwizak and Robert Ž . 1971 . However, we use a two-time level rather than a three-time level scheme for efficiency reasons. The underlying idea to derive a prognostic equation for the pressure is presented in Appendix A Ž Ž .. If the momentum equation Eq. 3 is used to Ž . eliminate the divergence operator in Eq. 21 then a prognostic equation for the gas pressure is obtained. This is possible as u and u differ only by the i i , g diagnostically determined vertical slip velocity. Also Ž Ž .. the approximation of dynamic equilibrium Eq. 1 assumes that the volume mean pressure p is identical to the gas pressure p .
g
In the context of the pressure and tracer equation the problem is that the volume mean density r needs ) to be determined before all other quantities can be computed, otherwise mass conservation cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand the specific concentrations q at the new time level need to be available n before r can be computed. This conflict is solved by a parallel iteration of all quantities. In detail, the solution consists of four steps. In the first step, a single iteration for each of the tracers q and total n heat Q is carried out. In the second step, densities for gas and the volume mean are determined diagnostically. In the third step, a single iteration for the wave equation is performed in order to determine a guess for the flow field u and pressure field p. In i the last step, an implicit correction step for momentum guarantees that the solution is also stable for advection and diffusion. This four-step procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved. It was found that it converges within less than 10 iterations.
A key algorithm that helps find the solutions quickly is the alternating-direction-line-successiÕe-oÕerrelaxation ADLSOR scheme. It is used to solve the elliptic equations for wave propagation, advection and diffusion of momentum, tracers and heat. This scheme has been found to be very efficient in Ž . previous models O' Brien, 1986; Luther, 1986 . For a two-dimensional elliptic equation it can be understood as a one-dimensional iteration, where the solution is a vector obtained from a system of linear equations, which is usually based on a tridiagonal matrix resulting from second order central differencing. The latter is called line-relaxation. Alternatingdirection means that the direction of direct solution is interchanged for each iteration, thus a satisfying convergence to the solution is achieved in both directions. Finally, successiÕe oÕerrelaxation denotes the standard method to speed-up convergence Ž . see also Oberhuber, 1993 .
The transport scheme
The transport of tracers is carried out with a scheme similar to that developed by Smolarkiewicz Ž . 1984 . However, centred differencing is chosen as initial step rather than an upwind scheme. The diffusive step has the task to guarantee positive values. 
Boundary conditions
Ž . Through the use of flags as indicated in Eq. 36 an arbitrary orography can be introduced. At the earth's surface a no-slip boundary condition is employed. The input through the vent is defined as an additional vertical velocity that transports dry gas, water vapor, ash and lapilli with a specified concentration across the bottom of the vent. In addition, a horizontal and vertical component of turbulent energy, as well as the turbulence's length scale are specified.
The lateral boundary conditions are determined from the atmospheric background profile for flow, temperature and water vapor in the case of inflow. For outflow conditions, the predicted model quantities are advected towards the boundaries. The pressure profile is calculated from temperature and water vapor profile using the hydrostatic approximation. The upper boundary is set to a constant pressure. The flow next to the boundaries is computed using the full equations for momentum. This is possible due to the staggering of the grid. A simple nudging towards the prescribed background profile just below the upper boundary absorbs waves that are excited, e.g., during the start of the eruption. A further discussion of the accuracy of the pressure boundary conditions can be found in Appendix B.
Test for sound waÕe propagation
A simple test to evaluate the numerical treatment of compressible flow is the generation of a sound wave in the crater. In an experiment, the instantaneous injection of dry air into the crater leads to an explosion and a subsequent propagation of a sound wave in the atmosphere. Figs. 2 and 3 show the pressure anomaly relative to that of the resting air 20 and 30 s after the explosion, respectively. An inspection of the numbers shows that the sound wave decays linearly with distance. This is because in this ) two-dimensional experiment the eruption is considered to be homogenous in the third unresolved direction. The result is qualitatively comparable with Ž . Dobran et al. 1993 in that the reflection of upward moving energy due to the decreasing speed of sound with altitude creates a maximum in the pressure anomaly above the ground.
Model experiments
Despite the model being formulated in three-dimensions this paper concentrates on various two-dimensional experiments. The questions to be addressed are the dependence of the solution on grid resolution, geometry and atmospheric background conditions. Emphasis is also put on the role of microphysics and of turbulence. In all subsequent simulations the ash's particle density, radius and slip velocity at 1000 h Pa are 1500 kg m y3 , 0.06 mm and 0.64 ms y1 , respectively. For lapilli, at the same pressure level the particle density is 1000 kg m y3 , the radius 2.00 mm and the slip velocity 7.62 ms y1 . Lapilli hold a third of the total solid mass. All microphysical quantities are defined in detail in the Ž . work of Herzog et al. 1998 .
The grid layout
The model area covers 200 km horizontally and 50 km vertically, unless otherwise stated. The horizontal extent is necessary in simulations where the mean wind is carrying the plume towards the boundary within a typical simulation time of an hour. Initial sensitivity tests for simulating the same solution with a varying top boundary altitude yield the conclusion that the top boundary has to be chosen far above the highest vertical extent of the plume. If this is not done, there is not enough fluid above the plume that can respond with sinking motion and thus with cooling above the plume in order to act as a brake on the rising plume. The horizontal grid resolution varies from 100 m near the vent to 5 km at the boundary, the vertical resolution varies from 100 m ) at the surface to 1 km at the top boundary. This setup has 127 = 127 grid points and is used for all experiments unless otherwise mentioned. The crater is represented by a 3 km high symmetric mountain and a caldera, so that the vent is located at an altitude of 2 km.
The time step Dt is variable. It is computed for each time step such that the ratio between maximum flow speed and grid distance divided by the model's time step does not exceed 0.8. Note that due to the implicit time-stepping for the wave equation there is no stability limit for waves. This means that during the spin-up with a background wind but without eruption, Dt is a few seconds, while during an eruption it might be some tenths of a second.
Idealized eruption
In this section, symmetric eruptions, i.e., without background wind, are discussed in regard to the influence of grid resolution and the importance of the three-dimensionality for the plume development.
Three sets of experiments have been performed with varying grid resolutions. The aim is to adjust a realistic forcing with its typical small spatial scales to a coarser resolution model grid, and at the same time to obtain results comparable with those of a fine-resolution model. According to Woods and Ž . Bower 1995 the jet leaves the crater at 1.8 times the speed of sound. In the case of a Plinian eruption and assuming a temperature of T s 1200 K, a spe-Ž . cific gas concentration of q s 0.03 Woods, 1995 g Ž . and using Eq. 28 for the speed of sound, the mixture exits the crater at about 250 ms y1 . In order to make high resolution runs with a narrow vent experiment CYL1 comparable with coarser resolution experiments with an unrealistic wide vent, a pre-eruptiÕe entrainment of surrounding air is performed. This entrainment is carried out as an off-line calculation. Assuming a horizontal extent of the mature plume equal to the diameter of the vent in the fine-resolution case, as much surrounding air is entrained into the plume as needed to expand the plume to the diameter in the coarse-resolution case. ( )The properties of the entrained air are taken from the observed profiles. Assuming that the fluxes of the solid material's mass are equal and energy and momentum are comparable, the properties of the mixture summarized in Table 2 have been calculated. These are used as lower boundary conditions for the model grids used in CYL3, which is the coarse resolution case and for an increasing resolution near the vent in CYL2. For the higher resolution cases a smaller model domain is used. For the coarse resolution case CYL3, Fig. 4 shows the development of a plume with spreading at the top, which is qualitatively comparable to earlier studies by Valentine and Ž . Wohletz 1989 . However, Fig. 5 highlights the strong dependence of the plume height on the model's grid resolution. According to Table 2 the high resolution experiment CYL1 uses a much higher eruption velocity, temperature and density when compared with CYL2 or CYL3. Fig. 6 shows the horizontal distribution of the vertically integrated mass of ash. Since the high resolution case CYL1 creates the highest plume the mass is concentrated over the vent while in the lower resolution cases the plume starts to spread out horizontally at an earlier stage of the plume development. The cause is the much bigger initial circumference of the plume for the low resolution case and a much more rapid decay of the density, temperature and upward velocity due to entrainment.
Due to the limited size of the domain for the runs CYL1 and CYL2, only CYL3 has been run for longer time periods. Fig. 7 shows the ash distribution after 25 min. The top of the plume has reached an altitude of 13 km above the vent with sedimentation of ash on both sides of the upwind area. The lapilli concentration is shown in Fig. 8 . In comparison with the sedimentation of the ash, bigger particles immediately settle before they can spread out horizontally with the diverging flow at the top of the plume.
In order to demonstrate the differences in the plume simulation with and without microphysics, Fig. 9 compares the vertical profiles of horizontally integrated ash mass. While the profiles are nearly identical 5 min after the start of the eruption, the ) profiles become significantly different later. The onset of condensation creates further buoyancy that lifts the plume 15% higher than without condensation processes. A detailed discussion of the importance of the microphysics can be found in the work Ž . of Herzog et al. 1998 .
The generation of turbulence and its influence on the dynamics of a volcanic plume is a further phenomenon that is considered in this model. Figs. 10  and 11 show the horizontal and vertical turbulent exchange coefficient for the experiment CYL3. At the edge of the upwind area the strong horizontal shear of the vertical flow generates strong vertical turbulent energy, which is then directly related to the vertical component of the turbulent exchange coefficient. The vertical component of the energy is redistributed in the horizontal direction. Typical values for K q are in the range of 1000 m 2 s y1 . Together with the typical length scale for the plume flank of 100 m this results in a mixing time scale of 10 s or an equivalent entrainment rate of 10 ms y1 , which is the ratio between the diffusion coefficient and the grid size. Fig. 12 shows the potential density for the same situation as that seen in Fig. 7 . In accordance with the distribution of the vertical component of the turbulent exchange coefficient, the potential density indicates that the vertical component of turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated inside the plume while at the edge mixing, of the hot particle-laden plume with cold air lets the margin of the plume become lighter and thus unstably stratified. A further simulation with idealized boundary conditions is performed with cylindrical coordinates and compared with experiment CYL3. This is equivalent to comparing a fissure eruption with infinite extent in the unresolved y-axis with an axially symmetric three-dimensional experiment. The comparison gives a concrete indication of the differences between three-dimensional and two-dimensional simulations that cannot use cylindrical coordinates when the required rotational symmetry contradicts with the use of a mean background wind. Fig. 13 shows that in the case of cylindrical coordinates the plume diverges more quickly in the horizontal direction. This is because in a three-dimensional model, the plume has a further dimension in which to spread out, and thus the temperature anomaly and the concentration of particles decay more rapidly with the horizontal distance from the crater. The same argument holds for turbulent mixing.
Dependence on atmospheric background state
For the following simulations and the forcing parameters the CYL3 grid experiment is used. In addition to the atmospheric profiles for the background temperature and humidity, the background flow is used as well. For the tropical case and with relatively weak winds near the surface, an ash plume Ž . 
Discussion and conclusions
Based on the assumption that all particles are small, a thermo-hydrodynamic model with active tracers has been developed. It is capable to efficiently simulate the development of a volcanic plume on time scales of seconds to hours, on spatial scales ( )of a hundred meters to hundreds of kilometers in the horizontal and a hundred kilometers in the vertical. The model solves the full equations of motion for the volume mean momentum and volume mean heat content. All tracer concentrations enter the equation of state for the volume mean density. Tracers used so far are ash and lapilli for the spectrum of silicate particles and various tracers for the water and ice phases that are needed for the cloudphysics.
This initial paper describes the concept and presents a few selected examples for idealized eruptions in order to compare with the results obtained by Ž . Ž . Valentine and Wohletz 1989 , Dobran et al. 1993 Ž . and Neri and Macedonio 1996 . Further experiments demonstrate that solutions are remarkably different, depending on wether cylindrical coordinates are employed or fissure eruptions are performed. It is also demonstrated that the simulated eddy exchange coefficients, which are computed via prognostic equations for turbulent energy and length scale, and various atmospheric background conditions, control the development of a volcanic plume. Overall, the model appears to capture the development of a plume realistically, although we have not yet compared our model with observational data.
The dynamic equilibrium approach is mostly valid for typical applications of the model, which are characterized by focusing on the large-scale behaviour of a volcanic plume. On the small-scale end of the spectrum of possible applications, however, depressurization in the neighbourhood of a crater, for instance, yields accelerations and thus a pronounced disequilibrium in all spatial directions. The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium is not strictly valid for bigger particles like lapilli. However, by adding a further heat content equation for lapilli in Ž . the style of Valentine and Wohletz 1989 and by replacing the prognostic equation for the total heat with an equation for total heat minus that of lapilli, heat exchanges could be correctly resolved. Then, it is possible to remove model deficiencies that are due to incomplete heat exchange between the fluid's constituents without increasing computer resources significantly.
Basically, a study is required for quantifying errors that arise due to the use of the approximation of dynamic and thermodynamic equilibrium. Such a comparison between solutions using these approximations and using the full set of prognostic equations must be based on the same model in order to exclude any effect due to different numerical implementations.
Another caveat is that the model's concept is based on an advective form for the transport of total heat. The use of transport equations in flux form has failed so far due to numerical null-modes that required too much additional numerical diffusion.
Ž . In a companion paper by Herzog et al. 1998 the microphysics is described. In a subsequent paper by Ž . Textor et al. 1998 the dissolution processes of volcanic gases into the water phase of a plume will be discussed.
where D s and D y denote the algebraic representa- Ž . After having found the solution for p lq1 , is used to calculate the flux u lq1 at the new time level. This simple strategy to obtain a stable solution for any chosen time step is used to derive a wave equation for the model's equations for the volume mean momentum and the gas pressure.
Appendix B. Pressure boundary condition
A subject of controversy is often the use of an elliptic equation for predicting the pressure. It must Ž . be stressed that the analytical derivation of Eq. 21 after eliminating the velocities according to Section Ž . 2.7.2 and using Eq. 3 does not automatically provide the correct pressure boundary condition. In order to obtain a correct discretization for pressure points near the boundary, first, a no-slip boundary Ž condition is applied for the momentum equation Eq. Ž .. 3 and a no-flux condition for the continuity equa-Ž Ž .. tion Eq. 19 . So far, there is no difference to explicit time-stepping models. The discrete prognostic equations are then modified such that specific terms are labelled with the time level index l q 1 rather than the old time level l. Then, the prognostic equation for the pressure p lq1 at the new time level is obtained using algebraic manipulations, which do not change the solution at all and thus do not introduce inconsistencies in boundary conditions. This way of deriving a discrete equation for the pressure provides the algebraic representation of the prognostic pressure equation near the boundary. This equation replaces otherwise necessary and mostly intuitive diagnostic pressure boundary conditions that might lead to erroneous physical behaviour. In anal-Ž . ogy to the derivation of Eq. 38 the derivation of the model's pressure equation on boundary grid points yields a non-elliptic equation which can be solved nevertheless with an appropriate underrelaxation scheme.
( )
